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About This Game

The Destiny Of Mankind In Your hands!
Struggling against the deadly virus, humanity undertakes an insane yet the only possible attempt for rescue. A group of scientists
had discovered how to transform humans into mechanical robots immune to the virus. However, the scientist responsible for the
research of reverse transformation went missing under mysterious circumstances, leaving hope of the human race rebirth
behind.
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Communicate with other characters, solve puzzles, and jump through portals to reach your goal!
Dive into the world which survived a terrible calamity.
Can you return mankind to its original state?
Solve the mystery of disappeared human race.
Collect all scraps of data about the happened disaster.
Remember the past to obtain the future.
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Title: SteelLIFE
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AxiPLAY
Publisher:
AxiPLAY
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2019
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English,Russian
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Awesome art, very casual game with tons of hints available if you choose the easy path. Game has more than a dozen classic
mini-games of all kinds, which somewhat overshadows the whole storyline. Good for beginners.. TL;DR : Fun little story with a
great steampunk-y art style. English translation is pretty good, only occasional weirdness.
So this review is based off my first couple of hours of gameplay, if anything significant happens to change it, I'll edit the review
accordingly.
Steel Life is a great example of a point and click game done right. It's not perfect or groundbreaking but it checks off all the
boxes of what a good point and click should be. The story is engaging and there are lots of unique characters to interact with.
Plenty of puzzles and minigames to test your thinking and reflexes; nothing too difficult outside of a couple minigames that
weren't explained clearly. The game has a handhold-y casual mode that points out interactibles and gives you as many hints as
you want. Great for someone who just wants to play through it for the story. There is also a hardcore mode for those who don't
want the help.
The art style is what really sold me though. It's like a steampunk-y version of the "Robots" movie. Everything is nicely detailed
and there's all kinds of animation happening. The background music and effects are also quite good and add to the whole
experience, which is saying something since I almost always tune out game music.
I should mention that game was originally made in Russian. The English translation is pretty good, though. I give it an Abecause there have been a few wonky words now and then but over-all it reads smoothly.
All in all, this is a nice addition to any adventure game fan's library. I think it's worth it even at full price considering the
quality of it but you can wait for a sale if you want.
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TOGETHER VR Farm Manager 2018 999 BEAUTIFUL DESOLATION NEWS UPDATE:
MILESTONE REACHED
We’ve passed a great milestone – we wrapped up the vast majority of the 2D graphics in BEAUTIFUL DESOLATION! This
means that all 85+ scenes, the conversational portraits, as well as the menu and item graphics are now complete.
It was an immense undertaking, but Nic and I are pleased to have done so on schedule. Focus can now be applied to the
gameplay/puzzle hookup and cinematic implementation.

NEW SCREENSHOTS
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In case you missed the news, Mick Gordon – the finest video game composer to wield a keyboard and amp – has joined our
motley crew. Mick has produced some incredible musical tapestries for the world of DESOLATION and we can’t wait for you
to be transported there, audibly and visually.
“Mick Gordon is a composer and sound designer whose compositions aim to transcend the perceptual boundary between music
and its context. Mick’s work considers the role of music as a translation of the world in which it exists rather than a simple
accompaniment. Through creativity, interpretation and collaboration he develops a meaningful exchange between the visual
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world and music culminating in the authorship of a unified original work of art.”
More: https://mick-gordon.com/
Follow Mick here: https://twitter.com/mick_gordon
You can hear a small snippet of his music for DESOLATION here:
https://thebrotherhoodgames.com/blog/2019/03/march-2019-whats-news/
PLEASE WISHLIST AND SHARE! We will have a release discount so be sure to get on that List! :)
-Chris & Nic
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